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Hrnjak

Dear FINODEX sub‐grantee,
Your FINODEX‐call1‐phase 3 deliverables have been declared
according to the rules and conditions of FINODEX first open call for proposals.
The following considerations apply:

eligible

€40,000 are granted and will be transferred during the following days

Following the rules and conditions, the evaluation results of your proposal have been as follows:
1. Technical
2. Impact
Comments from Evaluator 1

Score (0,00‐5,00). Threshold (3)
Score (0,00‐5,00). Threshold (3)

2,55
3,25

Data licenses are not identified in the document and some private datasets are included as required in ESR. The project will use other geographic
(from listed ones) datasets as long as it would be required by the customers but they are not present in current deployment. After asking for fiware
enablers it was not identified the use of Iaas (maybe from the ambiguos answer) neither Data visualization nor Revenue settlement and sharing
system. However, although not included in the documentation system is using CKAN. Demo with the evaluators worked properly, but demo in the
deliverable is not working.
Project has their first contract with a Croatian city. They have to achieve 4 customers this first year. Yearly turn rate (5%) seems optimistic. It is nice to
have a customer reference, but not to be the only site announced for seeing a demo. Video is quite descriptive of features but focus on potential users
is no so prominent. The feedback participants could not be the right group for describing the needs of the customers. Offered survey has no option for
<500€ fee. EU vision is pending even being remarked in the ESR.

Comments from Evaluator 2
They are using a marginal usage of FIWARE (only one GE, apart from the FIWARE Lab Cloud). However, it is valuable they have contributed to FIWARE
Lab CKAN open data repository. Open data is essential for the success of the product, but up to know only Croatia sources are integrated. Some data
sets may be private, with license concerns.
Expansion beyond local markets (Croatia, mainly) may be difficult, unless they integrate additional data set for other EU countries.

TOTAL Score (0,00‐10,00). Threshold (7)
Status
Proposal over minimum score (5,00)

5,80
Under the thresholds for phase 4.
Yes

Miguel García
FINODEX Project Coordinator

